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Practitioners of the two)Englishes.W English -for'native speakers and ESL -- are begin-

ning to agree on many practical and 'theoretical
issyes, To demonstrate this agreement, two in
fluenti'al programs -- James Moffett%s structural
curriculum for native speakers and the notional-
functional syllabus for second language learners
-- are compared and contrasted. The article con-
cludes by pointing out benefits to be derived
from coalescing the two Englishes.

This paper will examine the two Englishes English for
'native speakers and English for non - native ,speakers by com-
paring and contrasting two influentialmovementS within each
field: James Moffett's structural curriculum and the notional,
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funttional' syllabus.

I do not claim that either movement is new. Both have

been around for some time: Moffett introduced his curriculum
in/theulate 60's; work on the hotionalLfunctional syllabus be-

gan in the early 70's. I do claim, holiever, that both movements
Continue to excite teatheis and scholars in the two Englishes.

Moffett's work has proven particularly durable.2 The topics
:Moffett began writing about inthe 60's still fascinate re-
searchers in the .80's:. ways of classifying discourse, Vygotsky's
concept of inner speech and its relation to writing, and the
changes that occur in children's discourse as they move from
conversation to composition. His work continues to be dissemi-
nated widely through the very successful Bay Area Writing.Proj-

ect.

I also claim that while neither movement is new they ex-

hibit something which is new: namely, a rather .remarkable
agreement concerning booth theory and practice between people

in ..the two Englishes. . A word about this agreement before I
discuss Moffett's curriculum and the notional-functional sYlla-

bus.

'In British usage syllabus. roughly Corresponds to curriculum.'
American descyiptions of'a curriculum, hoFeievet, usually include.,

lengthier comments on methodology and educational philosophy.
A'British syllabus is sometimes simply a list of learning
units to be covered with only a bare minimum of explanation.

2 H s -first:beak, Teaching the Universe of Discourse (1968),
remains the best introduction to the theories on which his

curriculum is based. Student-Centered Language Arts and
Reading, K-13 (1976), a. handbook, which he co-authored with
Betty Jane w,gner, contains many practical ggestions-as well

... as theoretical explanations. (For-tonven ce I refer through-
out this paper to "Moffett's curriculum" lthough"Moffett
and Wagner's curriculum" would perhaps b more accurate since .

many important issuesare covered most completely in this hand.L

book. Moffett was also senior editor for Interaction (1973),

a paCkage of language activities including:communication games
and activities on cards and cassette tapes and an anthology
of literature arranged according to his theorY of'discourse

(see below). His recent works includt Active Voice: A

Writing Program across the Curriculum (1981). and Coming on

Center: English Education in Evolution.(1981).



Why the Two Englishes Are Coming Together

The rwo ,Englishes are merging in part because both have
responded the disintegration of a paradigm that had influ
enced theory and practice for some years. In the 1960's re-
searchers and teachers in both disciplines. began to abandon an
old paradigm which stressed the forms of:language, in order to
embrace a new paradigm stressing communicative function. In
composition instruction this shift involved a movement from
arhetorical approaches stressingcorrectness and the modes of.
discourse. -- narration, descriptioiT, expoSition, and. persuasion,
'- to rhetorical approaches stressing audience sensitivity, the
aims of discourse, and the process rather than the product 'of
writing. In ESL the shift occurred mhen teachers and research-
ers began to replace the audio-lingual method and its structu-
ral pattern drills with more situational approaches designed
to instill communicative as well as grammatical competence.

The two Englishes have also been brought together by
current research in second language acquisition, particularly
,error analysis and morpheme acquisition studies such as those
done by Dulay and .Burt (1974). This research revealed that
Many errors non-native speakers make in learning English are
of.the same type that native speakers make; in other words, a
large percentage are developMental not:interference errors.
It also revealed that the.order in which non-native speakers\
acquired certain grammatical Morphemes was very similar to the
order in which native speakers:acquired them. Thus research-

:ers have concluded that since first and second language's are
.acquired in the same way,. or in.almost the same nay; it makes
'sense. to teach them the same way. SuOireasonint has helped
'to bring the t45 Englishes together.

Thb' varied language backgrounds of our students have
also contributed to this convergehce.

. The presence.in our
.eldssroom:of large numbers of students who are neithbt Mono-
linguallEhglish or Spanish (or Vietnamese, or Laotian, etc.)
speakers Aor balanced bilingualS but who fall at various poihts

'owl a continuum between. these two polesohas rendered the.old
labels -- native .speaker and non- .native speaker less useful.
Classroom teachers encountering this linguistically diVerse
pepUlation of students have reasoned that if English for their
students is sort of a native language and sort, of a second lan-.
guage, then it makes sense to usa.approaches which draw on the
two Englishes.

Essau and ,Keene (1981) in a recent article in College
English suggest another reason why people in the two Englishes
seem to be talking about the same theories and recommending
similar insiructionaltechniques.' This has occurred, Essau
and Kenne argue, because learning how to speak another. Ian.-
guage is similar-to learning thow to 'write one's-own. Thus a
second. language teaching-learning model nicely illuminates
some aspects of the composing procesS of people writing thedr
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language. Krashen' s monitor model, for example his'

distinction betWeen acquisition and learning, can be applied

to writing (1978) . According to Krashen, the crucial abili
ties needed to speak another language are unconsciously ac-

quired not consciously learned. Esau and Keene argue that
similarly the crucial aspects of writing, namely invention

and composing, are;` best acquired unconsciously, when the

monitor is turned off. Revising/editing, however, can be
consciously learned while the monitor is on.

0 Esau and Keene find other parallels between the. two

Englishes. They relate, for example, Selinker' s (1972)A concept

of interlanguage and Linda Flower's concept of writer and read-

er based prose. Flower 's research, they argue, suggests that

students' writing can be considered "a series of interlanguage

systems .
intermediate between writer and reader-based

prose" (1981:701). They. alsck compare the shift in ESL from
grammar based to situation-based syllabi to the shift in com-
position from linear approaches that- pi-oceeded from word
through sentence and paragiaph to essay `to newer approaches

that attempt to acknowledge the 'looping or recursive nature

of the composing process.

Moffett' s Structural Curriculum

Moffett's structural curriculum and the notional-
functional syllabus which both deemphasize explicit instruc
tion in grammatical structure are particular manifestation's
of these general trends I have mentioned.., Both programs are

more rhetorical and less grammatiCal th'an the approaches,t,wit
preceded them. For Moffett the fundamental structure of 'the

language arts is a set of relations between sender , receiver,

and message (19610:10. Types of discourse, he says , cane
arranged along two 'continuums based on these relations. One 111

can consider the sender.receiyer of I-You relation and classify
discourse types based on the amount of physical and, psychologi-

cal distance that typiCakly eaists. between, sender and receiver.
gilThus for interior monoloes, odialogues, and friendly letters

the distance is non-existent or Very small; but for essays
and, scientific writing ,..whAch are addressed to more universal

audiences, the sender-rece.iver gap is great. Or one can con-

sider ,the I-It relation and,clas§ify discourses by degree of
traction, yielding discourses that simply record whit is

happening, at one end of thecentinuum, and essays that general-
i/e and theorize about things and events at the other. In

designing his curriculUm Moffett. collapses these two continuums

4'3) -- the I-You rhetorical and' he I-It or. logical -- into one
and arranges course types aibng it (1968:47). These dis-

course types become Moffett's Curricular objectives. When

children finish with his curriculum, he says, they should be

able to send and receive in both -modes -- speaking and writing
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all these disco rse types. 3
Thd'continuum, corresponds to

a "developmental sequence of growth": young children are com-:
fortable dialoguing about the here and now with filendS but
,must mature cognitively before they can compose an abstract
monologue for a diStant audience (Moffett and.Wagner, 1976:
25).

The NptionalFuncti! onal Syllabus

comt asting it with grammatical-an:situational syllabi. The
The notional-functional syllabus, is best explained by

)
Lear ing units (-4 a grammatical syllabus are grammatical forms'
T- e demonstrative pronouns, definite and' indefinite articles,,
PT sent and past tenses, and so forth. These grammatical items
are arranged according to various prinCiples -- contrastive

'

difficulty in comparison to the students' own language, fre-' '

quency of use, or regularity within "-the system of the target
language ,(Wilkins, 1976: 6). The main dtbjection to the gram-
matical syllabus has bee that,stud s learn the forms but
don't know wlxich forms are, appropri to in partidular situations.
The learning, units of a situational labus, on the other
hand, are simulated real jlife encounters'which are usually
given such labels as "Asking thelWay" or."At the. Post Office"
and,po forth. Students.are taught the, grammatical forms that
would be used to perform in 'these situations. Sftuational.
syllabi have been.Cr.qicized for being based on the false
assumption that-certain situations dictate the use of-pa

-lar grammatical expresSjons when in fact one can go, say,
the post office to ask forechange, complain about the sloWne
of the mails, or do a host of things besides buy stamps,or
mail a package(Wilkins, 1976: 171. .

, . The learning units of.a notional-funconal syllabus are
neither grammatical structures nor situationsbut semantic, or
notional; Categories such as time, space, and the sentential
case relations of agent, initiator,.object, initiator, object,
beneficiary, And instrument... Proponents of the notional-
functional syllabus. maintain that by making the notion,pf time,
fon,example, an essential unit rather than verb tense forms,

CU-

3In the han book (Moffett and Wagner, 1976: 24) the following i

nine disco rse type are listed: 1. Word, Play (riddles,
puns, ton e.twiste si'much poetry); 2. Labels and'Captions
(language joined with pictures or objects, graphs, maps, and,
so on); 3. Invented Dialogue (improvisation and scripts);
4. Actual Dialogue (discussion,and transcripts); 5., Invent-
ed Stories (fiction, fables, tales, much poetry, and so on);
6. True Stories (autObiographA.meMoir,biography, reportage,
journals, and_so on); 7. Directions (for how to do and how
to make); 8. Information (generalized fact,); 9. 'Ideas
(generalized thought)...
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one can show learners that the same notion -- future time, for
example -- can be expressed through a variety of forms:- by a
modal auxiliary (He will leave , by the preserff,progressive of -

I
the verb to go plus the.infi time (He is go 'fix to leaVe), by
the present 'Simple tense ( leavts tomorrow , and so forth: 4

f'n other words, the syllabu accounts for the fact that a
single form does not st'and:in a.one-to-one relationship with,a
grammatFcalomeaning.(Wilkins, 1976: 56).

The other category of learning units in a notional -
functional

.

syllabus -- the functions -- are the things that we
do with language.. Syllabus designers arrive at these through
introspection, not through any scientific procedures, and the
lists vary: Wilkins lists judgement, suasion, argument,' con-

, cession, rational enquiry and exposition, and personal emotion
(1976: 44-45); van Ek lists imparting and seeking fattual in-
formation, expressing and findingout i1 ijectUal attitudes,
expressing and finding out emotional attitudes, expressing and
finding out moral attitudes., getting things done, anesocializ-

iagC1976 25). Y

. The Two ApproachpCompared'and, Contrasted
,

1 In some ways Moffet,14 structural curriculum and the no-
tional..-functional syllabligraTre remarkably similar. Both em-
phasize a broad communicative- competence not a narrow gramma-
tical one, both are based. on the assumption that emphasizing
the-uses Of language will increase Students' motivation to
learn, and.both reveal a strong faith in the ability of learn-
.erSte sort out the parts of language for themselves if,pre-
sentedkiith the larger wholes: Moffett is very adamant about
this last point. He is opposed, for example; to,...forMal.
grammar' study, ascribing to what is'sometimes, tailed the ling-
guistic.osmOsis theory., According to this theory students
willslearh grammatical structures unconsciously and:naturally
as %result of being challenged- to communicate in differdnt
rhetorji.cal situations;. It's not necessary,.Moffett belieVes,
th "rig," as hd puts itseparate teaching units on gramdar.
StudentS will.pick up the subskills of.sentenceConstruction.
and elaboration as a result of trying to solve communication
problem* (&Moffett and Wagner, 1976: 458). Like,'Stephen Krashen,

: Moffett -beliifives that all the important language abilities are
ymconsciouSly.acquired not consciouslylearned, And like
Krathen he believes that,acquisition occurs best when language
users focus on the message and not on the form. '

.

AdvocateS.:of the notional-functional:syllabus'don't place
quite as much faith linguist-it osmosis. as Moffett, and

Krashen. Wilkins andvin Ek, for example,. suggest that though
t;h& learning units that -give shape'to the syllabus are not
grammatical forms,` teachers may wish to:iSolate sbme. grammatical

'forms lot special instruction. But advqgates of the notional,-
fUnctiOnal syllabus are' willing to Live'l4ith the faCt that the



items presented in any one unit will be "linguistically hetero-
geneous"' they recognize that the syllabus does not "provide an
ordered exposure to the,grammar of the language" (Wilkins, 1976:'
19).

Althoughythere are these similarities between Moffett's
structural curriculum and the notional-functional syllabus,
there are some important differences. First, in Moffett's curri-'
culitn the progression is, as I mentioned, intended to conform
to the psychological growth of the child. The types of,dis-
courses at the beginning of his 'continuum -- the dialogues and
'stories -7 are4he ones that speakers and writers not fully de-
ce4tered from ciMidhood egoCentrism and concrete thought could
be expected -to perform; discourse 'types at the end of the curri-
culum demand:skills in abstract reasoning that young children
.dre%still "developing.: Notional-functional 'syllabi, on,the -

other hand, are not designed to mirror the psychological growth
of-learrierS. The principle of progression usually recommended
IS from forms that are not strongly marked for politeness or
extreme formality or informality to the more marked forms. Thus
ihqefirning to seek permission the student,Would learn Can I
use your telephone? before Would you be so kind as to let me
use your telephone? Wilkins suggests that the syllabus becy-
clically orgtinized: the Jearrar would proceed through the
different functions learning the stylistically neutral forms
for expressing the functions on thb firsrt cycle, then the more
marked forms on later, cycles. Learners who complete the course
would possess, Wilkins says, "an impressive rhetorical range"
(19.76N 61).

A setond difilterence haS to da with the degree of explicit-
ness in the defining of objectiveMoffett's'eurriculum is

.designed to provide children with genetal linguistic skills
that will Pleve useful to them whatever their language needs
dire in later life-. Notional-functional syllabi; however, most
everyone agrees', work best with adUlts whose language needs
can be rather precisely determined. Much of the work on notion-
al-functional syllabi has beeri done under Council of Europe
auspices, the aim being to establish a European credit/unit
system for modern language learning by adults. As linguists
working for the Councilhave explained, they set out "to break
down the.global concept of language into units and sub-units
basedon an apalysis of:particular groupS of adult learners,
in terms of the communication situations in which they are
characteristically involved"-(Trim, RichterichVan Ek, and
Wilkins, 1980: 9. In other words, VreaiM was to specify
the Edglish notions and fpnctions that, .say,' a French secre-
tary in Paris' needs tacquire to be certified.as,a secretary
capable of handling correspondence in English. .AdVotates of
notional- functional' syllabi believe that by concentrating only
on the crucial notions and functions xhey can get people'to
operatt linguistically very,quickly"in their assigned roles.

Careful.specification'ef behavioral objectives is anathema
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to Moffett. He insists that objeCtives should never be-stated
any more specifically than he states them -- the ability to send
and receive his nine discourse types.(Moffetta.nd Wagner, 1.976:

409). By making se-discourse types also his list of curri-
culum objectivescurri-culum hopes to prevent the particle approach to
language arts instruction. Excessively specific objectives,'
Mbffett'argues, dictate to teachers how _they should teach and
make it impossible to adjust teaching methods to fit the indivi-
dual needs of students. Keeping the objectives general allows
teachers to adopt different means to achieve the-same ends.

This matter of degree of specification of objectives is
closely,related to another key difference between Moffett's.
structural curriculum and the notional functional syllabus:
Mdffett insists that the only "language unit worthyof being,
made a learning unit". is.a whole, authentic di4course (Moffett
and.Wagner, 1976: .12). Some of Moffett's nine discourse types'
re..short -- riddles and captions, for example -- but they are
all authenticjdisoourses that exist in the culturd.
to Mdffett, learning units Elust be whole discourses for two
reasol-Xs: first, because context governs text, that is because
deciSipns concerning the lower levels of word and clause and
sentence cannot be made 4n a rhetorical vacuum one has to
know who is writing to whom and for.what purpose; and second,
because whole are more motivating than snlaller units
(Moffett and Wagner, 1976: 17).:

Although advbeates'of the notional functional syllabus-.
claim it is-moie motivating than a structural syllabus, it
clearly doesn't motivate by concentrating on whole discourses.
The communicative fUnctions t,f the notional--functional syllabus,
which are .the\learning Wilts which most closely resemble
actual discourse Chits,'usually'appear in-notional-functional
syllabi as sinle sentences. ,Seeking permission, for example,
may.rbe exhibited by Can I,use your telephone? and other styli.s-
tic variants each one sentence long.4 AcTVWcates of notional-
functional syllabi may maintain that this is simply for conve-
nience, that in actual di course a function may be expressed
in sever sentences. Thq also acknowledge that pne func-
tion may contai ed-within another; for example, one might

impart, information s a way of seeking permission (Wilkins,
1976: 49). But despite their disclaimer, the way func.tions

are presented in notional-functional syllabi encourages a
rather narrow sentence-based appl-oach. While Moffett wants to

4 Syllabus desig ers state the functions in this way, I think,
because they ha e been strongly influenced by speech act theo-
rists, another oup of larig'oago scholars very interested in
what people use language to do,. Speech act theorists claim
that "characteris is form of an elocutionary aCt an act like.
promising, reques log, telling, etc. is a complete sentence"
(Searle, 1969: 25)



give students control of a seriesof texts.rangingfram dialoguelk
to monologue, the notional-functional syllabus designers give
the impression that they wpuld be content if students could create

'vdialogues using single sentetce units.
°

In summary, as Widdowson,
)
a constructive critic of notiopal-

functional syllabi, points out, the learning units of such syl-
labi are "isolates." They are "notional rather than structural,.
isolatts, but they are isolates all the same." The syllabus is
'an inventory of units for accuAtilation and storage" and-"derives
from an analyst's and, not a. participant's view of language"; it
is not composed of authentic discourses. For these reasons, the
notional - functional, syllabus cannot teach communicative compe;
tence because "communicative competence is not a compilation of
,items in memory but a set of strategies or creative procedures
for the value of linguistic items in contexts of use" 1,_

'92
(Widdows , 1978: 35).

.4
So what is the answer-for the two Englishes? If we accept

Moffett's' proposal for native speakers and Widdowson's criticism
of otional-functional approaches for non-native speakers we seem
left with Roger Brown's advice to mothers concerned about their
chil ren's linguistic growth: "If yeti concentrate on communica-
ting, everything else will follOw" (Quoted by Krahen,.1978: 19).
Is its the answer -- for native speakers, for non-native speak-
ers? There's evidence that suggests it may be. Regarding native
speakers, the failure of any experiment to prove that the study
of formal grammar leads to improvement in writing suggests that
concentration on the structures doesn't work. Andprobably most
writing teachers can attest that assignments like "Write a para-
graph using comparison and contrast as the method of exposition,"
assignments that instruct students to produce substructures, not
whole discourses result in solve bad writing apd often impair
student.motivatftoh. In ESL the success of bilingual immersion
programsin Canada and elsewhere provide additional evidence
that unconscious acquisition rather than conscious attention .to
language form is the key to successful se(ond ladguage learning.

Arraytd against this evidence for the efficacj, of focusing
'on communication and letting the parts.take care of themselves,
hpwever, is tht experience of many teachers that some students
simply cannot master language skills' through linguistic osmosis.
Mina Shaughnessy (1977) and Sarah D'Eloia (1977),whohave worked
with basic writers at the City University of New York, have found
that-their students require explicit instruction in grammar be-
fore they can improve their-writing. (Grammaystudy won't be
effective; however, D'Eloia points out, if the transfer to writ-
ing is assumed to occur automatically; it must be carefully medi-
ated.) The undeniable success- of sentence combining, too,.sug-
"gests that getting students to attend to language structures.
can improve their writting.

We should be wary, too, of exaggerating the differences
between those who believe work wi,th whole authentic discourses

65 ' 1
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is sufficient and those .whO insist on drilling the structures.
Both Moffett and Krashen believe the grammar forms should be
taught; they differ from the structuralists only in how they
should be taught. Moffett and Krashcn believe that the, best
way.for'Students to acquire gram.hr forms is to pick them, up
as a by- product of their attempts' -to communicate effectively.
But neither Moffett nor Krashen want to leave this acquisition

- completely to chance. Moffett believes that by controlling
the intake teachers can,teachgtammor structures without draw-

ing the students' attention to them. In dialoguing with stu-
dents, for example, teachers can ask the kinds of questions
that students will find difficult to answer unless they subor-
dinate, nominalize or embed structures (Moffett, 1968: 78-83).

Krashen, who opposes free conversation and un'controlled teacher
monologues in the ESL class, wants to control classroomactivi-
ties so that they provide the proper intake, and he lists some
characteristics that intake must have; for example, it sbould
be at, or slightly in advance' of, the learner's current rramma-

Aical cquipetence (1978: 17).

In conclusiv, I think we should reap some practical
returns from the fact that there is. considerable theoretiCal
agreeme-nt these days between practitioners of the two-Englishes..
Moffett and Wagner's hapdbook and the Interaction series of

games, and activities that accompanies it contain some excellent ft

communication activities that work well in ESL classes. They
work because they are designed to teach the some kind'Il commu-
nicative competence, that many ESL teachers want to teach; in

other words, the focus is not on how to monitor to achieve
perfectly' correct speech, or writing but rather on how to commu-
nicate effectively_using whatever means are at ones disposal.
Some of the activities recommended, show and tell, for example,
and back' to back (instructing a partner on how to arrange items

on a bocifd while sitting back to back), may not be new-to ESL
teacher, but it's nice to have so many suggestions packed
convenientlyainto one volume.

Notional- functional -syllabi and the closely related commu-
nicative grammars (see, for example, Leech and Svartvik, 1975),

may be able to:assist those of us who teach native speakers
and wish to integrate the study of grammar and the study of .

.writing. The .notional-fiinctional syllabuS.is a response 'to
the realization that different forms can be used to perform
the same function, but that each form conveys a slightly dif-

ferent interpersonal, or stylistic, meaning. Can I use your
telephone? and Would you he so kind as to let mp use your tele-

phre? arc both requests For permission but.one is more formalry

polite than the other. Improving one's writing, style involves
learning to make the same kind of distinction. As Strunk and
White. (1972: 60) point out, it involves being able to decide,
as Thomas' Paine did, that These are the times that tr men's

souls is superior at least for the purpose ainc intended

to other possible variants: Times like thesc,try men's

1- 16 6.



souls., Soulwise, these. are trying times. Gradually one learns.
different ways of phrasing the same content and how to choose
the variant which is appropriate for the linguistic and extra-
linguistic iontext, Using the insights of the notional-functional
syllabi designers we may be able to convince our students that
they already possess a variety of speaking styles; if convinced
of that, they may then be more ready to learn a variety of writ-
ing styles.

Obviously no one would argue that we should always use
the same methods to teach children who are monolingual speakers
pf English and children who area at diffetent stages,4of bilingual-
ism. Students in each group (and individuals within the groups)
have their own strengths and weaknesses. that require special.
attent,ion. But some approaches will work for both groups. And,
most importantly, because researEFeTs and teachers in both
Englishes are doing exciting work, people in both fields can
learn a lot from each other.
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